Advice for SAA Workshop Leaders
Leah Knight and Wendy Wall
(leaders of “What to Do with a Discovery in the Archive:
Hester Pulter’s Manuscript and Other Found Objects,” SAA 2016)
Neither of us had attended or led a workshop at SAA before, so of necessity we winged it—and
felt very liberated by the chance to do so! Our topic loaned itself to a free flow of exploratory
activities, since we were interested in the variety of things scholars did, or could do, with a
relatively new archival “find.”
We wanted to keep the emphasis on doing, both in the months leading up to the March meeting
and at the meeting itself; I think we were more successful in the former than the latter, if only
because we also came to feel we needed, at the meeting, to find ways to address the diversity of
contributions made in the previous months. There simply seemed no way to boil them down to
a single activity to undertake at SAA; instead, just as a seminar involves discussing papers
generated in advance, our workshop saw us discuss the activities and artifacts generated in the
months leading up to it and how we might proceed with them in future.
Still, from the get-go we aimed to make things “hands-on” by in encouraging workshoppers to
get messy with the case study, Pulter’s manuscript poetry—adopted as our exemplar of a
relatively new and thus unstudied text rich with potential. The guiding question motivating the
workshop was how we (scholars) can, should, or simply do “produce” or “frame” such items
for the world.
Initially, we encouraged workshop members to bring into the conversation their own
engagements with other archival finds; in the end, though, Pulter provided more than enough of
a focal point. In fact, we could perhaps have fruitfully narrowed the focus still further by
selecting even fewer poems as our workshop’s provisional “canon” than we did. In part
because neither leader and few workshoppers were very familiar with Pulter’s work, we chose
only a dozen or so relatively short lyrics to subject to the “experiments” we asked members to
design, exchange, and “try out.” Working with fewer poems might have increased the
intersections between experiments, but it would have limited our appreciation of the range of
discourses Pulter engaged with. There are always trade-offs.
We made clear participants early on that they wouldn’t write papers. Instead, we asked which
ways of treating Pulter’s poetry they preferred: working up a couple of anthologies around one
or two poems; editing them in variant ways; digitizing them; treating them op.-eds. or other
popular forms—and so on. Based on their preferences we paired workshoppers, so that two
were undertaking each kind of experiment, but in their own unique ways. After devising their
pairs of experiments, they exchanged them so their partners could “try out” what had been
produced and respond (in writing) to it. We asked each workshop member to produce two
variations of one experiment (so, two different kinds of syllabus featuring Pulter, or two
different forms of web presence for her work) in order to encourage reflection on what different
ways of framing the same text brought to the fore or hid.
As with SAA seminars, keeping on top of deadlines was one major challenge with the
workshop. This challenge was perhaps ratcheted up because the assigned activities were less
familiar—by design!—than writing a research paper. Using something like Wordpress earlier
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on for an online repository (visible only to workshop members of experimental “drafts” and
preliminary responses might have eased everyone’s minds about what others were coming up
with and our high tolerance for free-wheeling creativity. Not long before the meeting, we did
manage to post versions of everyone’s experiments to such a site—but doing so earlier, with
“works in progress,” would perhaps have been better. Live and learn!
We thought hard about whether or not to request a digital projector in our workshop room. A
number of experiments, we knew, were best viewed on screen, but we were duly chastened by
the warning from SAA about the expense of such equipment; more to the point, we worried
that it might detract from the conversation (as sometimes occurs in screen-infested classrooms).
If a whiteboard had been freely available, we would have been happier, since we wanted to do
some live brainstorming in the session in order to map the contexts our experiments had
generated for Pulter’s work; we were left with using some hastily taped up sheets of paper, so
biting the bullet on the hotel’s exorbitant whiteboard charge might have been worthwhile.
More details on how we proceeded may be discerned in the correspondence copied below.
What might not be apparent in it is the extent to which we, the leaders, workshopped the
workshop itself on and with each other, in drafts of these missives and others, in order to tinker
with our expression of what were unfamiliar ideas and approaches even for us. Having a coleader in a workshop can be a definite advantage, as long as both parties are willing (as we
were) to communicate often and openly, to step up alternately for various bits of grunt work,
and especially to spell each other off during each other’s busy times (which we were lucky
tended not to coincide).
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
INITIAL GREETING
Dear colleagues,
Greetings! Welcome to our 2016 SAA workshop on “What to Do with a Discovery in the
Archive: Hester Pulter’s Manuscript and Other Found Objects.”
Please answer this message as soon as you can—however briefly!—just so we can know we’ve
reached you. Information pertaining to the workshop will be sent largely through email to these
addresses. Below you will find a list of important dates and deadlines — don’t be frightened by
them! Instead of concentrating time writing a paper in February (as do SAA seminars), you will
distribute that same investment of time over a five-month period.
To refresh everyone’s memory, here is the description of our workshop from the SAA bulletin:
How may the unknown be framed, interpreted, and shared? Workshop participants use
hands-on techniques to explore how to “frame” texts, objects, or images, including
variant ways of editing, digitizing, anthologizing, contextualizing, and curating sources.
Beginning with the test case of Hester Pulter’s newly discovered manuscript,
participants may then introduce their own archival “finds.” The aim is to experiment
with how new material invites us to rethink assumptions about reading practices,
editorial theory, authorship, women’s writing, canonization, digital tools, intellectual
paradigms, genre, and/or manuscript studies.
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At the workshop itself and in the months leading up to it, the organizers (Leah Knight and
Wendy Wall) will aim primarily to facilitate your development of ideas in response to this topic.
For this reason, we’d enjoy hearing your initial thoughts on how you hope to engage in our
discussion. A sentence or two will do: what led you to this workshop? Did you have a “find”
strongly in mind, or were you hoping to learn more about Pulter, or about ways to represent the
new and unknown? Do you have a practical idea for teaching or editing that you want to put on
trial here? Are you wondering about what challenges scholars and teachers face in working
with new materials in the archive? The earlier we learn how our interests intersect, the better we
can support those intersections.
To make our readings and responses to each other’s work manageable, we have devised a list
(attached) of a dozen or so poems from Pulter’s manuscript that we ask you to take as some of
our “core” readings. We invite each of you to add (if you wish to do so) one or two additional
poems to comprise a “provisional canon” for the workshop. Many of us (including the
workshop leaders!) are not very familiar with Pulter’s work; we need not have a comprehensive
grasp of her writings in order to make the kind of headway we hope to make. She is, in fact, a
case study that we expect to generate broad questions about our research and teaching. We
have also attached a short list of secondary readings that we hope will spark your thinking and
our discussions along the way.
Since this is a workshop instead of a seminar, we do not require traditional papers for
discussion in New Orleans. Instead, we ask you to try out some practical ways of thinking and
working with Pulter’s works and other finds. We see this as an exciting moment, when Pulter
has not yet been “framed” within a canon.
Below are some options we’ve devised; we ask you first to pick two poems from our list (or
two you’d like to add to it) and two of the experimental ideas below to try out in relation to
those poems:
1. Edit them two different ways. (Some readings on the list are designed to foreground the
knotty problems involved in editing.)
2. Put the poems in two different kinds of courses, on (for instance) poetry, women’s writing,
literature and science, religion and literature, or early modern literature. Pair the poems with
appropriate primary and secondary readings.
3. Locate the poems as part of two one-day conferences, with mock panels, speakers, and
paper titles, and related events.
4. Insert the poems in two different extant or imaginary anthologies. What canon(s) could be
formed around Pulter?
5. Imagine two ways to give Pulter an internet presence (or give it to her!). This might include
an edition with visual links, podcasts, film clips, source lists, timelines, or even a fictional Pulter
blog — what she was reading?
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6. Present Pulter two different ways to a broad audience: at a hypothetical public library
event, for instance.
7.

Write two different Op. Ed. pieces about Pulter.

8. Develop your own way to interact with/manipulate/position Pulter’s poetry. We’re
interested in approaches that reflect your interests.
Shortly before actual workshop, we will offer you the (optional) opportunity to describe to the
group something that you’ve seen in the archive that puzzles you. This does not have to be
something that has never been interpreted before, and you don’t need a developed argument
about this object. We invite questions, puzzles, hypotheses (and stories of dead-ends!). We will
reserve time in New Orleans to see if and how the experiments we’ve done with Pulter open the
door to thinking about how to treat your “finds.”
Our schedule will be as follows:
By Oct. 15: Respond by email stating the nature of your interest in this workshop. (Bear in mind
that we might like to share these statements with the group.)
By November 1: Rank your top three preferred experiments from the list above (describing any
you devise for #8), along with your preferred poems. We will aim to accommodate preferences.
By November 15: The organizers will confirm which two experiments you will conduct.
By January 10: Submit to the organizers your two “thought experiments,” which will involve
the content for syllabi, conference panels, editions, anthologies, blogs, and so on. Feel free to
offer instructions for how others in the workshop might “interact” with your experiments.
By January 20: The organizers will assign members to “try out” two other participants’
experiments (by imagining themselves as readers, conference goers, and so on).
By February 20: Send to the organizers your responses (no more than 500 words each) to the
two experiments you have tried out. We will compile these to share with all members. Our
main discussion in New Orleans will center on the issues that arise as different people “tried”
out each other’s creations. What different experiences did people have? How did the readings
flag issues around canonicity, editing, interpretation, and/or institutional politics?
OPTIONAL: By March 15: You are invited to send to the organizer an archival “find” of your
own, along with one or two questions/challenges that this object raises. We will compile a list
to circulate before the conference. This is optional; you may instead concentrate simply on
Pulter’s manuscript.
March 23 to 26: We will meet in New Orleans for our two-hour workshop. Stay tuned for the
date, time, and location. As we approach the meeting, we will be in touch with more details on
organizing principles and guiding questions for our discussion and other activities.
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We are more than happy to hear your suggestions on how to make the workshop turn out well
for you or for the group, so please feel free to email us at any time. We look forward very much
to working with you and learning what you learn as we go along.
With best wishes,
Leah and Wendy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
POST-DEADLINE REMINDER
Dear colleagues,
We hope this finds you well, and that you are still interested in joining our workshop at SAA on
Hester Pulter’s manuscript and other found objects.
Not least because our proposal proved quite popular and wound up fully subscribed, we’d
appreciate hearing a few words about what sparked your interest in the topic or how it relates
to your research agenda. And please accept our apologies if your earlier reply didn’t reach our
inboxes.
We look forward to hearing from you!
Leah and Wendy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ASSIGNMENT OF EXPERIMENTS AND REFINEMENT OF SCHEDULE:
Greetings, Pulter people! Thank you for introducing yourselves and the nature of your interest
in the workshop, along with any particular archival finds (other than Pulter) that have inspired
you of late. We also appreciated receiving notice of your preferred experiments from the list we
dreamed up, and the poems that captivate you most.
At this point, Wendy and I have refined the schedule to allow you more time to generate your
own experiments and try out each other’s ideas. With this in mind, please note these updates:
By February 1: Submit the substance your experiments to the organizers. For each of
you, this will mean two imagined courses, editions, anthologies, or whatever
experimental item you have been assigned (below). Please send your work in any format
that makes sense, as long as it can easily be made accessible to others in the seminar (by
email, Google Docs, or through a blog, e.g.). If you plan to pair Pulter’s poems with
other archival finds, please supply the organizers with copies, if possible and relevant.
By February 15: Expect the organizers to assign you to “try out” (imaginatively) another
member’s experiments.
By March 1: Submit — to the organizers and the designer of the experiment that you try
— a 500-word account of what it was like to interact with their work as a medium for
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Pulter’s. You might indicate which variation you preferred, or identify any surprises and
revelations, or suggest refinements, for instance.
By March 15: Expect the organizers to suggest questions and issues to shape our
conversation at the workshop in New Orleans. By this date, we will also have made
available all of the experiments to all participants so that you can see our collective work
on Pulter (as in a seminar where all papers are distributed). Please prepare and bring to
our workshop your own reflections on the experiments undertaken by others, as well as
some “next steps” you would like to see for (a) Pulter’s work or (b) the broader matter of
what to do with a discovery in the archive.
We also hope people might share their own archival “finds” for people to see before the
workshop, along with particular questions and challenges they raise; if you’re interested
in this optional aspect of the workshop, please contact the organizers so we can make
arrangements.
That’s the long-term schedule; more immediately, please find your name below beneath a
description of the type of experiment you will design. In assigning you to a given experiment,
we have tried to abide by stated preferences while generating a range of kinds of work for
discussion in New Orleans.
In each numbered experiment below, we propose a different and very general answer to the
workshop’s guiding question: what to do with a discovery in the archive?
1. Edit it. Edit one longer or two shorter poems in two different ways; the texts may both be
Pulter’s or may involve Pulter and another writer. Preface your edition with a brief document
explaining why you chose the poems you did, why you treated them as you did (what theories
of editing are used in the variants), where you would have them appear (for what audience and
in what type of collection), and other related matters.
- Orlin
- Brayman Hackel
- Rochester
2. Teach it. Place one or two poems by Pulter in two different kinds of courses and/or
assignments for undergraduate or graduate students. These might be on (for instance) poetry,
women’s writing, literature and science, religion and literature, or early modern literature.
Supply syllabi with reading lists (primary and secondary) and/or detailed instructions for
assignment(s).
- Kolkovich
-DeFurio
- Dolan
3. Anthologize it. Insert one or two poems by Pulter in two different extant or imaginary
anthologies. Provide the table of contents (or the relevant portion thereof) and a headnote for
Pulter or a section of the introductory essay accounting for her place within the contents of each
anthology.
- Pietros
- Jacobs
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- Spiller
4. Move it into the digital age. Design (in reality or your imagination) two variant ways to give
Pulter’s poems an internet presence; include an account of the aims and functions of these
variant presentations. Feel free to integrate or describe the digital tools or platforms that might
be used to analyze the works and an explanation for what these tools might (or did) yield.
- Starner
- Coolahan
- Schmitz
5. Popularize it. Choose one of the following:
(1) Write cover letters to the editors of two different kinds of popular publications (any
medium) with relatively wide circulation, proposing they publish an Op. Ed. piece or similar
kind of feature on Pulter and her poetry. Append scripts for the pieces, annotated to indicate
what you are trying to get across to a broad audience and why you feel it matters to do so. OR
(2) Design two systems for how Pulter’s poems might be housed, catalogued, and displayed in a
publicly visible institution such as a library or museum. Indicate what you are trying to get
across to a broad audience and why you feel it matters to do so.
- Dodds
- Anderson
- Ziegler
We hope these instructions are both relatively clear and yet open enough to allow scope for
your imaginations to work wonders with Pulter.
Please feel free to bring any questions to us as you proceed. We look forward very much to
seeing and sharing what you come up with!
With best wishes,
Leah and Wendy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
NEXT REMINDER (PRE-DEADLINE)
Greetings, Pulterites, and a belated happy new year!
Leah and I are eager to see the experiments you are designing. Let me remind you that the next
deadline fast approaches. Please send by February 1st the substance of your experiments to
Leah and me. We will then distribute these to designated workshop participants to “try out”
imaginatively. I’ve attached the timetable and the list of who will do what in the next phase
below, for your viewing pleasure!
Best wishes,
Wendy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
NEXT REMINDER (GRIMMER, B/C POST-DEADLINE)
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Greetings, SAA participants — we will be submitting our final workshop list on Monday, as
requested below. So if you have not been an active participant in the workshop, you’ll be
assumed to have withdrawn.
Best wishes,
Wendy and Leah
From: Shakespeare Association of America <shakespeare@georgetown.edu>
Subject: SAA 2017: Final Participant List Deadline 15 February
Date: February 10, 2016 at 3:05:56 PM CST
To: "Shakespeare.Association.of.America [Organization]"
<shakespeare@georgetown.edu>
Dear Seminar and Workshop Leaders:
Greetings from the SAA Office. We hope that everything is going well with your
seminar/workshop preparations.
A reminder that Monday, 15 February, is the deadline to let us know the names of the
participants in your seminar. Specifically, we would appreciate receiving two lists: one
of continuing members who have satisfied all of the requirements to date and a separate
one of drop-outs. That way, we have a complete account of all of the participants as we
begin work on the 2017 Meeting Program.
Please let us know if we can help in any way.
Regards,
Joseph Navitsky
Assistant Director
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESPONDING TO EXPERIMENTS
Dear seminar members,
Thank you for the variety of imaginative ways in which you responded to the charge to design
two ways of engaging with Pulter’s poetry!
For the next step in our workshop, Wendy and I have put together instructions below. In most
cases, we have paired participants and asked them to exchange materials, so that you can “try
out” each other’s experiments. By March 1, we would ask you to provide your partner and the
organizers with a 500 (or so) words that account for what it was like to interact with these
experiments as a medium for Pulter’s poetry.
Please aim to address, in your response, some or all of the following questions, which we expect
will shape some of our discussion in New Orleans:
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1. Which variation on your partner’s experiments did you prefer, and why?
2. Did these experiments reveal any new or surprising “finds” of their own — and if so,
what kind? Did you see Pulter afresh through these lenses, or find yourself drawn to
unexpected elements of her work? What view of Pulter might materialize for an
audience unfamiliar with her from these projects?
3. How might you refine or add to these experiments? What would those refinements
add?
4. Pragmatically speaking, what might be the best way to bring one or both of these
experiments forward into the world, to a broader public of some kind?
5. How might these experiments be valuable in working with other archival “finds”
(perhaps specifying one of your own)?
We realize 500 words does not allow for very close engagement with all of these questions, but
hope you will plan to expand on your notes when we meet in person.
Below you will find the partnerships we have formed. Don’t be shy about (and don’t delay!)
introducing yourself to your partner by email and supplying your experimental materials to her
electronically. Email addresses should be found in the “Cc:” line above; if not, let us know.
Please copy us (Wendy and Leah) on your initial correspondence and replies to one another, so
we can rest assured that a connection has been made.
Partners and basic instructions:
1. Lara Dodds and Georgianna Ziegler: Please examine each other’s experiments in
teaching diverse publics about Pulter, matters to do with her manuscript, and items like
it.
2. Janet Starner and Johanna Schmitz: Please examine each other’s blogs and other
digitalia (Facebook page and Voyant-based text analysis).
3. Laura DeFurio and Elizabeth Kolkovich: Please examine each other's syllabi and
pedagogical approach to all things Pulteresque.
4. Stephanie Pietros and Nicole Jacobs: Please examine each other’s anthologies and the
logic thereof.
5. Lena Cowen Orlin and Fran Dolan: Please examine each other’s variants on editing
and contextualizing Pulter.
Heidi Brayman Hackel will act as a pre-meeting respondent: by mid-March, she will provide us
all with a summation of the experience of trying out all of the experiments. Her response will
give us all a purchase on how Pulter is materializing into view collectively.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact us, now or later, with any questions about how to proceed. At
this point we feel the most important thing is all seminar participants to throw themselves as
enthusiastically, curiously, and creatively as possible into the fray, in order to generate valuable
feedback for your partner and for the group as whole.
Wendy and I look forward very much to reading your written responses by March 1.
With best wishes,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
PRE-WORKSHOP POSTING
Dear all,
If you haven’t had a look lately, please consider perusing the link below:
https://hesterpulter.wordpress.com/
You’ll see that I’ve posted (in no particular order) all of the experiments that weren’t posted
earlier by members of our workshop; in some cases, however, a bit of tinkering remains to be
done (e.g., Lara, I’m sorry to say your lovely photos aren’t in your Op-Ed yet, simply because I
haven’t had time to figure out how to do that in Wordpress!). Be sure not to miss Nicole Jacobs’s
post from March 2, “Anthologizing Pulter’s Emblems” (it’s further down the list than the other
experiments simply because it was posted earlier).
Please feel free to tinker with your own materials, and/or add to them — and/or to supply (in
the “Comments” section at the bottom or elsewhere) your responses to each other to the site if
you’d like other members to be able to consider those (remember that this site is visible only to
members of our workshop and those to whom we pass on the link: it’s not password protected,
but the stuff on it can’t be located by people searching the internet either).
Before much longer Wendy and I will be in touch with some shaping questions and procedures
for our meeting, so please stay tuned!
With best wishes,
Leah
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
PRE-WORKSHOP INSTRUCTIONS
Dear Pulter people,
Greetings! Leah and I have developed a game plan to guide our workshop in New Orleans on
Thursday, March 24, 3:30-5:30 PM. We are looking forward to seeing all of you then.
Our room will not have a projector or screen, but this will help us to focus on what we’re
saying. Consider printing all experiments or assembling them on your favourite digital device
for quick reference. Feel free to bring a single page hand-out related to your experiment and/or
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your responses to the questions below (but no obligation to do so); if you do, bring 14 copies for
our group.
Before we meet, everyone please review:
(a) the canon of poems we suggested, specifically those they people chose to foreground
in experiments (e.g., 10, 11, 30, Emblem 40). If time permits, we will test ways of reading
a shorter poem, such as #58 “For I no liberty expect to see”;
(b) all of the experiments, with an eye to what discourses and frameworks emerged
around Pulter’s works (and those that did not);
(c) your own proposals, with thought about how you might revise them in light of
feedback or things learned from other experiments.
Initially in our meeting, we’d like to brainstorm the following 3 questions. We hope that your
answers will help to show the range of work already “shopped”:
1. Drawing on Lena’s excellent phrase, “Pulter in relation”: What writers and genres
do these experiments suggest we can productively place Pulter’s work in conversation
with? If you add Pulter’s works to the mix, how does it revise an existing conversation
or debate? And, in turn, how did a particular experiment help you think anew about
Pulter’s work?
2. What ways of reading Pulter’s work might be in conflict with other
frameworks/contexts? Develop an example by drawing from two experiments.
3. What themes and discourses from Pulter’s work (or treatments of it) surfaced in
these experiments?
In the remainder of our two hours, we will turn to the issue of how our experiments might
serve as the scaffolding for doing further work in/with the archive:
1. How might you carry the thinking from this workshop forward in your research
in/with the archive? Cite from someone’s experiment a method, process, or starting
point that you might extend.
2. How might you carry the thinking from this workshop forward in your teaching (in
and beyond the classroom)? Recast an example from someone’s experiment in terms of
how you might make use of it in a public and pedagogical context.
3. What skills were taught or learned in conjunction with this material: either by you,
in developing and responding to experiments, or potentially by others, as these types of
experiments enter the world?
We hope you will enjoy adjourning with us to afterward to the annual SAA reception, from 6:00
to 8:00 PM (which will close with a Jazz Funeral for Shakespeare!).
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Don’t forget to check out Leah’s website, which is only viewable by you
(https://hesterpulter.wordpress.com/). See you soon!
Wendy and Leah
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ABSTRACT FOR AUDITORS
What to Do with a Discovery in the Archive:
Hester Pulter’s Manuscript and Other Found Objects
A Workshop for the Shakespeare Association of America, New Orleans, March 24, 2016
“How may the unknown be framed, interpreted, and shared?”
Workshop description, SAA Bulletin, June 2015
Background: We asked our workshop participants to explore how to “frame” texts, objects, or
images—including variant ways of editing, digitizing, anthologizing, contextualizing, and
curating—by turning to the test case of Hester Pulter’s newly discovered manuscript. We see
this as an exciting moment, when Pulter has not yet been “framed” within a canon. The aim,
since the formation of our group in the Fall, has been to experiment with how new material
invites us to rethink assumptions about reading practices, editorial theory, authorship, women’s
writing, canonization, digital tools, intellectual paradigms, genre, and/or manuscript studies.
Instructions for workshop members: With selections from Pulter’s manuscript as our “core”
readings, members developed a variety of practical ways of thinking and working with Pulter’s
works and other finds. They responded to a variety of experimental prompts devised by the
organizers:
1. Edit or contextualize a selection of Pulter’s work in two different ways. What knotty
problems are foregrounded by the results?
• Fran Dolan—contextualized Emblem 40, handout on Pulter and the blazon
• Lena Cowen Orlin—edited passage from The Second Part of The Unfortunate Florinda
2. Put the poems in two different kinds of courses, pairing the poems with appropriate primary
and secondary readings. What will or won’t be learned about them, within such structures?
• Elizabeth Kolkovich—presented syllabi for courses on “Early Modern Women Writers”
and “The Body in British Literature”
• Laura DeFurio—presented a syllabus for “In and Out of the Archive: Early Modern
Women in Manuscript and Print”
4. Insert the poems in two different extant or imaginary anthologies. What canon(s) could be
formed around Pulter?
• Nicole Jacobs –anthologized Emblems 37 and 53 in two texts: The Human and the
Nonhuman Being in Early Modern England and Seventeenth-Century English Polemic
and Literature
• Stephanie Pietros—put Poem 41 in the Norton Anthology of English Literature; put the
“Jane” poems (9, 10, and 11) in an anthology on early modern child loss.
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5. Imagine two ways to give Pulter an internet presence (or give it to her!).
• Johanna Schmitz—created a wordpress blog and a facebook page for Pulter
• Janet Starner—visualized data from two corpora in several ways using Voyant – selected
poems on religious themes v. selected emblems
6. Present Pulter in two different ways to a broad audience.
• Lara Dodds –wrote a piece for Salon or Slate (“Space may Produce New Worlds” ) and
“How You Can Tell You’re in a Hester Pulter poem” (in imitation of “How to Tell
You’re in a Novel” from The Toast)
• Georgianna Ziegler-created a LUNA curation of visual images to accompany Emblem 40
and a database demonstration for ways to contextualize Poem 30 “The Center”
Next, participants tried out each other’s experiments and generated brief accounts of what it
was like to interact with these experiments as a medium for Pulter’s poetry. They addressed
such matters as
1. Which variation on your partner’s experiments did you prefer, and why?
2. Did these experiments reveal any new or surprising “finds”? If so, what kind? Did
you see Pulter afresh through these lenses, or find yourself drawn to unexpected
elements of her work? What view of Pulter might materialize for an audience unfamiliar
with her from these projects?
3. How might you refine or add to these experiments? What would those add?
4. What might be the best way to bring one or both of these experiments forward into
the world, to a broader public?
5. How might these experiments be valuable in working with other archival “finds”
(perhaps specifying one of your own)?
One week before the meeting, the organizers asked everyone to review:
(a) the canon of poems the organizers had suggested, specifically those workshop members
chose to foreground in experiments (e.g., 10, 11, 30, Emblem 40).
(b) all of the experiments, with an eye to what discourses and frameworks emerged around
Pulter’s works (and those that did not);
(c) their own proposals, with thought about how to revise them in light of feedback or things
learned from other experiments.
At the meeting, the plan is first to brainstorm responses the following questions, to reflect on
the range of work already “shopped”:
1. Drawing on Lena’s excellent phrase, “Pulter in relation”: What writers and genres
do these experiments suggest we can productively place Pulter’s work in conversation
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with? If you add Pulter’s works to the mix, how does it revise an existing conversation
or debate? And, in turn, how did a particular experiment help you think anew about
Pulter’s work?
2. What ways of reading Pulter’s work might be in conflict with other
frameworks/contexts? Develop an example by drawing from two experiments.
3. What themes and discourses from Pulter’s work (or treatments of it) surfaced in
these experiments?
In the remaining time, we will turn to the issue of how our experiments might serve as the
scaffolding for further work in/with the archive:
1. How might we or others carry the thinking from this workshop forward in our
research in/with the archive?
2. How might we carry the thinking from this workshop forward in our teaching (in
and beyond the classroom)?
3. What skills were taught or learned in conjunction with this material: either by us, in
developing and responding to experiments, or potentially by others, as these types of
experiments enter the world?
If time permits, we hope to test ways of reading a shorter poem, such as 58 (“For I no liberty
expect to see”).
With thanks to our seminar members: Heidi Brayman Hackel (UC Riverside), Laura DeFurio
(University of Alabama), Lara A. Dodds (Mississippi State University), Fran Dolan (University
of California, Davis), Nicole A. Jacobs (California Polytechnic State University), Elizabeth
Zeman Kolkovich (The Ohio State University), Lena Cowen Orlin (Georgetown University),
Stephanie Pietros (Mount Saint Mary College), Johanna Schmitz (So Illinois University
Edwardsville), Janet Wright Starner (Wilkes University), Georgianna Ziegler (Folger
Shakespeare Library)
Workshop organizers: Wendy Wall (Northwestern University), Leah Knight (Brock University)
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